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Dear St. Andrew’s, 

The Andrean has always provided a place for writers and artists in our 
community to proudly showcase their work at the end of the spring. 
While the notion of a second semester or an Arts Weekend has been 
put on hold this year, we are more proud now than ever to present this 
year’s Andrean.

Unlike issues in the past, the pieces that make up this year’s Andrean 
have largely been created at home, in between chores or masked 
trips to the supermarket or through the instructions of a Zoom class. 
Nevertheless, they have continued to capture the essence of the St. 
Andrew’s student body and the St. Andrew’s experience, contradicting 
the distances that separate us. 

We would like to thank everyone who submitted for The Andrean this 
year and recognize the time and energy it took to create during these 
unstable circumstances. Despite these obstacles, we feel confident 
that this year’s submissions come from the most resilient and talented 
writers and artists the community has to offer.

We miss you all immensely, and wish you a happy reading. Please stay 
safe, healthy, and creative. 

Love, 
Cierra Martinez ’20 and Riley Baker ’21, Editors
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Quarantine Essays
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12 Things I Find Comfort in During the 
Covid-19 Outbreak 
IZZY NIELSEN ’21

1. Whether it’s my rushed cheerios at 8:55 before Physics or the cake that I made 
because it seemed like a good idea at the time that no one particularly wants 
at all. I am comforted by food. Eating. Cooking. Not so much the cleaning part. 
But definitely the eating part. A bowl of pasta, if it’s good enough, makes you 
forget you haven’t seen anyone outside your family in months. An especially 
salty and crunchy piece of bacon might make you almost forget you’re stuck in 
quarantine at all.

2. Modern-day technology. Being able to communicate with people even if they’re 
hundreds of miles away. Thank you Steve Jobs and all the other people he didn’t 
give enough credit to. 

3. Listening to music when I first wake up and guitar soloing around my room or 
falling asleep to “#9 Dream” by John Lennon playing from under my pillow at 
night. Singing “Rocket Man” loudly in the shower and putting off doing my 
math homework by making playlists I’ll probably never or rarely need like “For 
Frolicking in the New Zealand Countryside” or “When Baking Blueberry Pies.” 
My brother showed me a new “groovy” song he found and my mom playing 
Depeche Mode saying “I danced to this when I was your age.” Music makes 
everything a little bit better.

4. Long showers until the whole bathroom is wet and I can’t see the mirror when I 
get out. Drawing spirals in the steamy glass with my fingertip. Listening to the 
sound of the water and closing my eyes. Not thinking. 

5. Trying to hold in laughter during Zoom class because my dad is grunting loudly 
as he does his daily workout routine 2 rooms away. 4 sets of planks, pushups 
and other exercises he claims to have created, all making him sweat a ridiculous 
amount. Knowing when he’s on his ten-minute break to check the stock market 
he might grab a snack. Laughing at this too. This calling to mind the many other 
times a day the screen lights up his face. Halfway through dinner, ten minutes 
into a movie, while he cooks. The screen reflects numbers in his eyes, makes his 
mouth a straight line. Listening to him when he reassures me “it’ll all be okay.” 
Thinking it makes him feel better to say this to me too. 
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6. Going for a bike ride and standing up while I’m going fast so I feel like I’m in 
some ’80s movie. The breeze on my face, in my hair. Not feeling so trapped. My 
legs pumping as fast as I can make them on the pedals beneath me. 

7. The sound of birds. Knowing they have no clue what the hell’s going on and are 
probably living the best they ever have: a life free of noisy children that point and 
holler at them and drooling dogs that would snatch them in a second if their 
owner got distracted by Twitter.

8. The fact that there are still so many shows on Netflix that I haven’t watched yet. 
Even though I may have powered through Tiger King and finally finished Orange 
Is the New Black after years of watching it, a plethora of other TV shows awaits 
me that I can waste my time on before moving on to the next one. All American, 
Love is Blind, Money Heist, Unorthodox...Might as well be stuck in quarantine 
forever, right? 

9. Dancing hard with my brother in his room to random French nightclub music. 
Or more like him shrugging his shoulders to the beat and me thrashing freely. 
Knowing he’s laughing at me but not caring. Asking him if he like my moves. Him 
laughing extra hard at this. 

10. Wiping down groceries after we get an InstaCart delivery. My hands dry from 
bleach, from washing my hands so much, from never being so squeaky clean in 
the whole time they’ve been my hands. Thinking “there’s no way a virus could 
live on these.” 

11. Knowing that that time I almost fainted a couple of weeks ago was because I 
was stupid and not drinking enough water, not Corona Virus. Remembering 
the feeling of falling, of not being able to see, of everything sounding so far 
away. Being out of control. My mom panicking, trying to shove a thermometer 
in my mouth as I resisted. “Let me just see if you have a fever, Izzy.” Thinking at 
that moment that I would become part of the rising case count, death toll. But 
also that I am young and healthy and not as vulnerable as others. Reminding 
myself that I can’t forget to take care of myself, especially now. That would be 
selfish. Bullet journaling this all prettily in blue pen. Adding motivational quotes 
in green.

12. It sounds ridiculous but my favorite pair of socks. Even though I’m stuck in a 
home that is not my home in a state that is not my state with 2 pairs of pants 
and what seems like only bathing suits, my favorite pair of socks is here with me. 
Worn gray with tiny pink and green roses, they stare up at me from the drawer. 
They’ve made it through a lot and so will I. 
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Big Houses on the Lake
RILEY BAKER ’21

One Friday afternoon when my sister and I don’t have school and Christina 
already finished her work for the day, the three of us get in the car and drive for 
three hours straight. We started down where Sheridan Road began in Evanston 
and drove along Lake Michigan, looking at all the big houses by the water, from the 
Baha’i Temple through Techny and came across the Ravinia entrance, our own little 
wonders of the world. Christina and Ella mostly played songs I didn’t know with loud 
beats and synths that gave away the fact that they were most likely from TikTok while 
I drove and quietly saw the definitions of sisterhood blur into each other. 

Even when everyone else’s world stopped, Christina’s didn’t. Two weeks into 
quarantine, her house went on the tanking market. Her guardianship also had to be 
renegotiated. We were coming up on a year of her living with our family. 

“Let’s go bother our parents,” Ella said, learning forward from the backseat. 
Seniority always got shotgun. 

“Or we could go see Kyle,” I joked, glancing over at Christina. 
She blushed slightly, looking down at her phone. 
“I don’t know. He’s probably out. What would we do anyway? Drive by his house?”
“Out?” Ella exclaimed. “Where could he be? We’re in quarantine! Let’s just go 

see.”
“He’s probably walking his dog or something. Please can we not?” Christina 

pleaded.
“No, c’mon, let’s just go. We don’t have anything else to do.”
“No, guys, it’s going to be so awkward. We can’t even do anything. It’s going to 

be so weird.”
“No, it’s going to be fun. Ella and I can finally meet him.” I  mentally mapped how 

to get to the pale green house in Glencoe Christina had pointed out while driving 
to Costco a few days back. All of us laughed nervously as we drove, joking about 
Christina and her boyfriend in this new age of social distancing. 

         Afternoons like this made us forget about things like the pandemic or Christina’s 
family problems. In quarantine, everything felt slow and distant and time stretched 
out like taffy. Especially Christina’s house, only a few blocks from the one the three 
of us were now confined to, seemed like another world. For years, we had pulled into 
her long driveway to pick her up for school, soccer practice, birthday parties, so often 
that it seems I might always be able to describe that driveway from memory, the big 
tree in the front yard, the small stone pillar you had to watch out for as you came out, 
the black and white cat that always sat by the door. Yet, the house in actuality, was 
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a mystery. I had never been inside. There was little explanation to any of this, just like 
there was little explanation for why the guest bedroom had become her bedroom 
last March, a surprise for me when I came home for spring break.

I started to hesitate before describing activities the three of us did together, unsure 
of whether to describe my relationship to Christina as a sister or just a best friend who 
had lived with us for the past year. We had breakfast together, we made and ate our 
lunches together, and then, when Christina’s 12:50 class ended, the three of us often 
found an activity to do, sometimes arts and crafts, sometimes just driving around. 
We made dinner and set the table together and watched TV afterwards with the 
rest of my family. On days like this, it was hard for us not to feel like we might have 
been some of the luckiest people in quarantine. When we hung out, either we were 
three easygoing friends or we became three sisters who got along remarkably well. 
I spent every breakfast, every afternoon, and every evening with Ella and Christina 
and because of that, most days didn’t seem as boring or as dull as others. How could 
I not consider both of them my sisters, renewed guardianship agreement or not?

“We should go see the ‘Home Alone’ house!” Ella suggested from the backseat 
after we had finally calmed down from our Kyle encounter. 

Christina and I agreed. It wasn’t like we had anything better to do anyway. Our 
homework could wait and so could the preparation of dinner. Christina directed 
me to the house, apparently right near where one of her friends lives, back closer to 
the Lake. We drive by the famous house twice, three times and imagine the people 
inside, all the different families who are also stuck inside but live out their quarantines 
slightly more glamorous than ours, of course. But then I think again about how lucky 
we are to eat dinner together every night and bake and grow even closer to each 
other in the ways that sisters do.

And so how could I not make fun of Christina when we finally drive down Kyle’s 
street and see him, just as Christina predicted, walking his excitable beagle. How 
could I not tease her mercilessly about how he hopped over a low park fence in order 
to get closer to our car window and how he gave her a social distance hug from the 
sidewalk, a gesture that still makes her flush bright red and look down at her phone 
whenever Ella and I have the privilege of bringing it up.
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Some Things Never Change 
ELLIE BEAMS ’21

CLARE SLINKARD ’21
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The morning of my birthday in April of 2020, I lay in my bed watching sunlight 
from the window. At the start of quarantine, I moved my bed under the window so 
that I could see the sky. I like to think of myself as a morning person, so I don’t typically 
lay in bed much, but it was Sunday and I had nothing planned. I lay there thinking 
about the movie I watched over Zoom the night before, about emailing my advisor, 
about the seemingly endless streak of rain that finally just ended that morning. I 
thought about another Sunday from a few months before, from January––a time 
when the world was already changing but I, like most people, charged on with daily 
life and worries. It was a week or two back from winter break, and I wasn’t surprised 
to have a cold, but I let myself be annoyed with it for the afternoon. After what felt like 
a long morning of singing rehearsal, chapel, and the always-slightly-overwhelming 
experience that is Sunday Brunch, the emptiness of Sunday afternoon set in––so I 
was lying in bed again. Except this time I wasn’t enjoying sunlight, but had a bright 
red Mickey Mouse poster staring down at me from the slanted dorm ceiling, a box of 
tissues, and my little blue copy of Hamlet in hand.

Now, you wouldn’t think that Hamlet would make a girl homesick with all of its 
lovey dovey family time, but there I was, staring at the little pages and feeling, well, 
sad. Of course, it had only been two weeks since I’d been with my family (with the 
exception of one of my sisters, Mia, who was away on a gap year with her school), 
but I was thinking over the longer times ahead of us, considering how few college 
breaks Hannah has left before moving on to some working life or West Coast grad 
school, and how, in the scheme of things, none of us could be very far behind. Lying 
there, images of us being old flashed through my head. And it wasn’t the silly old of 
great-grandchildren or even really children at our feet, but the tangible old of the 
where do you see yourself ten years from now?

I tried to imagine how we would talk about first apartments, weekend visits, the 
hectic planning of holidays when we no longer live in the same home. I imagined 
phone calls for birthdays and holidays. I even tried to imagine weddings. Let’s just 
say, I went down a bit of a rabbit hole.

Even as I knew that I was being ridiculous, though, I couldn’t shake the basics 
of what I’d been imagining: phone calls. And maybe this shouldn’t have shocked 
me, having been at boarding school for two and a half years, but the thought was 
inevitable: one by one we will leave the school break schedule behind and with 
that, our main source of family time will be over the phone. Even if I have a ways 
to go before school life ends, how much of my family will be there at home for the 
remainder of those times? 

I was staring up at Mickey and feeling very young, wondering at how quickly I 
went from seeing Mia every day to only three weeks in a year, wondering how I could 
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possibly only see Hannah for two weeks before the next winter break, wondering how 
a sixteen-year-old should plan to have adult relationships with her sisters.

Well, now I’m seventeen, and the last question still stands.
But as it turns out, the rest of those worries and mental tallies of weeks would 

not still stand. In fact, they’ve been bulldozed, crushed, and utterly demolished. 
Punishment for trying to predict the future, I guess. What gave me the right to 
assume we wouldn’t celebrate birthdays before the odd ones that work out as adults. 
I hadn’t had a birthday with my whole family since I turned ten (and clearly hadn’t 
been expecting another one for a while yet) but there we all were, and we were going 
to have a birthday dinner while the world was in quarantine. After feeling trapped 
in a house together for weeks dealing with everyone’s loud noises, snide comments, 
hormones, and clashing, I wasn’t sure what to expect from a special dinner but, 
again, there we all were.

Naturally, we had artichokes. From the first time I had one when I was little, I loved 
them. So, of course we had them again this year, despite the two year respite also 
known as boarding school, and despite the fact that they aren’t exactly the priority 
food one expects from the minimal trips to Shaws. It wasn’t much like my tenth 
birthday, back when my mom probably helped me get the artichoke on a plate so 
I wouldn’t burn myself. Instead, she put one on Mia’s plate, her glasses a bit fogged 
from the steamy kitchen, and set it on the hightop counter by the stairs––Mia’s lovely 
spot for her first fourteen days home, equipped with her own personal bottle of Lysol 
and roll of paper towels. We all came to the table haphazardly with my dad a bit late 
from his makeshift bedroom office. Mia came downstairs once we’d all sat down. 

Everyone was hunched over and not very talkative. I overheard some fighting 
while I finished my math homework earlier in the day––the side glances seemed 
to say that maybe we’re still waiting for the resolution to that one. Even though I 
sometimes envision that this time has made my family into a strangely shaped star––
drawing lines from central Maine, coastal Maine, Delaware, and Peru back to my 
mom in Massachusetts––it certainly hadn’t felt like we made some discongruent but 
beautiful unit. It always seems that someone needs to lighten up because there’s only 
so much we can do, so we should appreciate what we have, but someone else isn’t 
serious enough because have you been watching the news? One person is too loud 
in the kitchen, too loud while FaceTiming, or too loud while walking down the stairs. 
Another person just wants to make lunch without four other people wandering 
through the kitchen and cries from frustration when that can’t happen––and that 
crying inevitably pisses off someone else. Don’t get me wrong, it wasn’t all fights and 
snide comments. It’s just that, when I look back on a day or on a string of days that 
all feels like one, the sad or angry moments seem to be the ones that stick out. After 
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all, it’s easy to forget when your side comment while pouring cereal makes someone 
laugh lightly and unexpectedly––it’s harder to forget when it makes them cry or snap 
at you for no discernable reason.

We put off all family games or bonding until Mia’s self-quarantine ended so as to 
not make her feel left out. I think, secretly or not so secretly, most of us were counting 
down the fourteen days and hoping that when they ended there could be a bursting 
of laughter and family bonding instead of just dancing around each other, stepping 
on toes, and turning off the music. I couldn’t help but feel as if these two weeks were 
fate slapping me in the face for my midwinter self-pity; tiny humans should never 
make plans about how much time they may have left with others. Maybe the three of 
us will have more time together before we’re adults (vastly more time, as it turns out) 
but what if it ultimately leads to more changes, bad changes, in our relationships 
while we’re forced together and would all rather be someplace else?

We were all still sitting at the table, routinely peeling off little artichoke leaves and 
dipping them in butter.

My dad said:
“Day 10.”
We ate in silence for a little while after that.
“Did everyone have a good day?”
Yes. Yeah. Yup.
“How was Grammie when you talked to her?”
“Good.” A pause. “She’s really happy that tree in her yard came down.”
We fished around for things to say while we all laughed about family. My dad 

told us about some of the wood chipping videos he’s been watching, and excitedly 
switched to talk about his new joy in YouTube compilations of skiing fails or toddling 
babies. When that ran dry, Mia gave us an update on the sweater she’s been knitting. 
The conversation kept going, like a car with a new driver too afraid to put their foot 
on the gas for more than a few moments at a time. Even as the words kept slowly 
coming, something remained... off. I tried to tell myself that it was probably just the 
quarantine and Mia being so unnaturally placed in the room, but at the same time I 
knew that the off-putting feeling also came when my mom went to the fridge to grab 
the hot sauce––something she and dad had gotten into this past year. I felt it also 
when Hannah brought up her boyfriend, and when Mia kept saying “no?” at the end 
of half her sentences as if she were still in Peru. And I realized it when the butter that 
we always have with artichokes made me feel a bit sick, and the meal itself wasn’t 
very appetizing anymore.

We’d all finished eating and my dad was talking about work and how much 
harder it is to communicate during Zoom conference calls.
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“Wait, Dad, you work with someone named Karen?” Mia was done eating and 
instead now facing us, her head resting in her hand. There was a little half-smile 
lighting over her face.

“Yeah, she’s the head of HR.”
Mia nodded solemnly. “Oh... don’t you think she should be in sales?” 
“We don’t have sales.”
“Well then you should at least start calling her Toby. It’s just unnatural if you 

don’t.”
Before that moment, I hadn’t realized that my parents and Mia started watching 

The Office while Hannah and I did homework in the evenings. My dad’s face lit up at 
the reference.

Mia kept going. Or she tried to, but couldn’t finish the sentence. I don’t know if 
it was the idea of my dad calling this woman by a man’s name or the image of the 
uncomfortable red-headed character himself, but our family has always recognized 
that Mia’s sense of humour can be, well, odd.

“Can you imagine––just like––” and then she started laughing. She was laughing 
so hard that it was unreasonable, considering that she hadn’t even told a joke. But 
then she’d been laughing so hard that she was out of breath, and when she gets 
out of breath, this little wheeze starts at the end of each breath. It was a distinctive, 
hilarious laughter that we’d gone six months without hearing while she was in Peru––
and we couldn’t help it either, we were all laughing. No wheezing, but I had a stitch in 
my side and Hannah’s face turned red. My dad put his hands on the table for support. 
When we calmed down, we all looked at each other through heavy breathing and 
watery eyes, and all the strangeness from before faded. For at least a moment, it 
was clear that the four days would end, and that even as things are changing, some 
things don’t.
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Iris Coronavirus
IRIS HWANG ’20

The virus came in increments. Not much time has passed, but when I try to find 
the beginning, I struggle to mark an exact date. Of course, I know that the first cases 
were confirmed as early as December 2019, but at that point COVID was just a 
small seasonal virus and a mildly interesting curiosity. I was agonizing over writing 
my college apps and studying for finals, not tracking the spread of the disease. 
In January, I think I read a quick article about wet markets in Wuhan, but beyond 
thinking the new disease was like Gwyneth Paltrow’s in Contagion, I didn’t really 
notice it. 

Even in late February, New York was still relatively carefree. We still walked 
the streets and went to restaurants. I was looking at graduation dresses online, 
griping that white was an unappealing color for anyone who’s not perpetually tan. 
I wondered if I would have the much-glorified “Senior Spring” after receiving my 
college decisions, or if that was an exaggeration by smug seniors to us juniors last 
year, who were undergoing the dreaded “Junior Spring.” 

I worried that Korea was hard-hit. Many members of my extended family lived 
there, but they cheerfully assured us that except for notorious patient #31, most 
people were staying inside and complying with guidelines. The virus would pass 
quickly. Still, the disease was remote and removed and far away from me. Other 
places were hard-hit with infections, but of course I would still go to school, graduate, 
hang out with my friends.

Even when Mr. Roach sent us the email stating that our return to school would be 
delayed, I was not worried. We’d wait one week, maybe two, and then we’d return to 
school on schedule and lose a free day or two. I still didn’t unpack my silver suitcase. 
What’s the point of unpacking when I’d need to repack my clothes and toothpaste 
a week later? But weeks passed and things gradually got worse. We stopped going 
outside, and hand sanitizer became a prized commodity. I fretted that walking to the 
New York bus stop would put me in contact with some sick people, but I still thought 
we were returning to school.

I’ve watched a lot of zombie movies, and I’ve heard this pandemic being compared 
to a zombie apocalypse. A disease that would spread rapidly from human contact 
(though hopefully not bites), schools and businesses shutting down, people hiding 
at home. And the survivors would be soot-covered, determined people grimly eating 
beans and plotting a way to escape to safety. Instead, life feels bizarrely normal 
with a few key restrictions. If I had to describe this past month, isolated at home, I’d 
say relatively uneventful. I see the rising death toll in New York and hear Governor 
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Cuomo’s fear that NY hospital beds will be overrun, but I feel oddly disconnected 
from the city. My life is zoomed down into the apartment in which we live, the Khan 
Academy assignments I complete, the Zoom meetings. Sometimes I feel a sharp 
fear—what if colleges really don’t open until 2022? What if I’m in my 20s by the time 
college starts? Should I start learning a marketable skill like these smug productivity 
gurus on Instagram say?
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Jane the Virgin and Lila the Couch 
Potato
LILA FELDMANN ’20

Normally writing is the biggest outlet for me. It’s like my own personal anxiety 
medication. Right now, though, I have so many thoughts whirling in my mind, yet I 
sat on this couch for hours staring at a blank page trying to figure out what is most 
important to discuss about this whole pandemic. So I guess I’ll talk about my feelings 
for a little while and maybe I’ll find something concrete to land on, it’s a rare luxury 
these days.

  I’ve never felt this much stress before. Every day I wake up with the weight of a 
bag of sand on my chest. Oh wait, actually it’s just my cat, but still heavy nonetheless. 
It’s just so much easier to hit snooze and go back to sleep than to move him off of 
me. I honestly don’t know whether my mind is too occupied or too empty. On the one 
hand, the news outlets are publishing new articles by the minute and the addictive 
New York Times case count has my mind boggled; on the other hand, I have been 
sitting on my couch staring at a screen for hours, burning my way through three 
seasons of Jane the Virgin in one week. There is a certain feeling of hopelessness that 
comes with reading the case count then going and sitting on my couch watching TV 
for hours. But I guess staying home is the most I can do to help.

 So I was watching this episode of Jane the Virgin and, if you haven’t seen the show, 
the whole thing begins with this 23-year-old woman who is waiting until marriage 
and is accidentally artificially inseminated with the sperm of a man she kissed five 
years ago. I know, sounds awful, right? I used to watch it because it always made 
me feel lucky for the life that I live. At least I haven’t been accidentally artificially 
inseminated. At least I don’t have an unwanted child on the way. At least I don’t have 
two beautiful men fighting for my love… ok maybe that part wouldn’t be so bad, but 
that’s beside the point. Back to what I was talking about. So I was watching this show 
at a phenomenal speed and I realized something: yes, Jane’s situation is always bad, 
that’s what makes the show good, but somehow through all the craziness, the lies 
and pain, it always works itself out because Jane focuses her energy on the things 
that she’s grateful for.

 I’ve always found a way to be grateful for everything in my life by thinking “it 
could be worse.” This pandemic has made me realize that that was just about the 
stupidest reason to be grateful for what I have. When I sit around thinking, “Oh well 
this isn’t great but it could be worse” I’m in no way appreciating all of the amazing 
things that I’ve been given, in this situation or in any other. I’m simply saying that 
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they are not good, but they are also not bad. This quarantine has given me time to 
think about why I am grateful for everything I have, for a reason other than “it could 
be worse.”

 For certain things in my life there is a sense of gratitude that emanates from me. 
It is not one that announces itself, but one that creeps in the back door and I always 
know it’s there. But, that’s not a good way to live. My gratitude should be something 
that announces itself. It should be prominent and voiced often as if it were tattooed 
across my forehead. It is not something that I fully understand how to put into words. 
I have taken time during this period to voice my gratitudes. So here goes nothing. I 
am grateful for:

1. My mother. She is a kind and compassionate woman who will put my needs 
above her own at the drop of a hat. Two years ago she was trapped involuntarily 
away from my Dad for a year due to medical difficulties. She said that was the 
hardest year of her life. This time she left voluntarily because I had decided that 
I wanted to be in America. If the Mozambican borders don’t reopen soon she 
may soon be second guessing if that year was the hardest of her life. During 
quarantine we shaved her head because she did it when she was 25, right after 
she married him. She is now 50 and has declared that she will go bald once 
every 25 years until she dies because why not? She is trying to convince me to 
shave my head too. I will not be doing it. At least not until I’m 25. 

2. My father. He is living by himself in a house a third of the way around the world 
from his entire family so that he can continue earning money to keep us afloat. 
He has taken to recording himself playing music on anything that he can find. 
We did a cover of ‘Light On’ with him using a wooden frog and a stick to keep 
beat. He couldn’t borrow a drum from anyone. He told me when he saw our final 
video for the first time that it made him cry. It made me cry when he told me that. 
It was not the first nor the last time that I would cry that week. 

3. My siblings. They are both college seniors, one of which was going to graduate 
in May and the other in December, something that still could happen, but we’re 
unsure. I called Ian, the middle child, the other night and FaceTimed him for two 
hours and talked about everything that our lives have to offer us. Normally we 
can’t go 30 minutes in a conversation without bickering over something like the 
pronunciation of a word or who the dog loves more. On the other hand, after 
two weeks of quarantining together, Joey, the oldest, with whom I normally have 
no issues, challenged me in a screaming battle over who Joe Biden should pick 
as his vice presidential candidate. According to him it was not. Kamala. Harris. 
I disagree. 
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4. My teachers. These St. Andrew’s teachers really are some other breed. Somehow 
every Tuesday first period math class, when I, along with the rest of my class, have 
just woken up and am scarcely looking up at my camera, Mr. Finch manages to 
smile through the entire class and project into his computer as if we were there 
in person. Sometimes it feels like his enthusiasm blows my hair on end through 
the speakers. Somehow he seems even more passionate about math from 200 
miles away. I honestly didn’t know that was possible for him.

5. Last but certainly not least: my friends. They have stood with me when I sat there 
for hours eating Ben and Jerry’s and complaining in my pajama pants about 
how hard my life is, when I got irrationally upset and rage quit a Skype call over 
not being able to put something in senior retro, and even when I said “I told you 
so” instead of consoling them or being sensitive in any way after we were told 
that we weren’t returning to campus. They knew that it was the stress talking, 
not me. 

About a week after we found out we weren’t going back, by the time that my 
mood had gone from overly happy to obscenely angry at least twelve times in 
seven days, I called Emily and Isabel. It was one of my off days. They asked me 
to sing a song for them because they could see my guitar in the background. 
That one song turned into a virtual concert where they muted themselves so 
they could sing along out loud and gave me song recommendation after song 
recommendation. I played until my fingers were almost bleeding. They turned 
what was going to be an awful day into an afternoon concert and a couple 
blisters. 

It is moments like those that I am most grateful for: scream singing into a metal 
laptop because I know that 400 miles away my friend can hear my voice, shaving 
my mom’s head in the kitchen while my older brother records, Skyping into my senior 
prom. The few minutes of pure joy every couple of days that remind me that no, this 
situation is not normal, but it is still worth living for.
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Grandma, Who Were You During the 
Apocalypse? 
CIERRA MARTINEZ ’20

Over Spring Break, I successfully organized for Michael Kwashie to come over. 
He was in my class at St. Andrew’s; a very agreeable person, almost with the air of a 
middle-aged man. We bonded over divorced parents, being the youngest siblings, 
feeling tokenized by our white friends, loving trivia and Kendrick Lamar, our third 
culture upbringing, the Northeast, and a feeling of isolation that came with being at 
boarding school in the stillness of Middletown, Delaware, as life doesn’t wait for us 
at home: our family members fight and make up and start their relationships and get 
new jobs and grow old and even die while we’re away.

I wrote an itinerary that detailed the transportation that he would take to come 
to Irvington, the transportation we would take to go to South Orange, and all of 
the different times that he could depart from Irvington back to Manhattan. I drew 
symbols for each different form of transportation. I bought the movie tickets online. 
I did this all on the back of a math quiz with a mechanical pencil, took a picture with 
my phone, and texted it to him the day before, just to squash any uncertainty. It only 
took one bus to get from Port Authority to a bus stop two blocks away from my home. 
Still, I almost couldn’t believe what I was writing into existence: Kwashie was going to 
take a bus to Irvington; I would meet him near the Planet Fitness and take him to my 
mom’s apartment; your great aunt Zahara and I would offer snacks and fruit juice 
and watch something dumb on TV until we depart to catch a bus to South Orange, 
where we would watch the Sonic the Hedgehog movie for Seven Dollars, courtesy of 
the Super Tuesday discount. Zahara and I would feed him in South Orange and take 
him back home, where we would wait for my mom to come home so she could feed 
him again. Yes, that’s all it took to excite me those days.

When I saw him behind the Planet Fitness, something affected me. I don’t know 
what it was. It was windy, and I used one hand to keep my bucket hat on my head. 
And he waved to me. My friend, who took a 30-minute bus ride to get here. In one 
glance, I could see the apartment complex where the New York commuters lived, 
the Supremo where I went for a field trip in preschool, the laundromat that used to 
have a broken Pac-Man machine, the grey filter that washed over everything, and 
my friend from St. Andrew’s. I took my hand off of my head and looked at him. My 
hat nearly flew away.

I got increasingly nervous as Zahara, Kwashie, and I waited at the bus stop. First, 
we were digesting the news that Spring Break for SAS will be ending a week later 
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than planned. Second, where was the 70 to South Orange? As we waited, Zahara 
and I told Kwashie about the time we went to New York City to see Tenzing and 
Bilal, and how there was human waste near the bench. We told him that there was 
a Playa Bowls ad on a billboard on top of the furniture store that said, “Go Bowls 
Deep.” We told him that crackheads are a dime a dozen in Irvington, and the time 
that we went to see Tenzing and Bilal that summer was the first time either of us had 
traveled alone. I got very frustrated with the buses, and a man got off of the bus that 
was stopping then and yelled at me. “Do you know where you’re going? That’s the 
25 going to Maplewood. What’s so funny?” He was wearing a Green Bay Packers 
Jacket. Zahara walked away, and Kwashie was distancing himself too, though he, 
the kind person he is, didn’t want to abandon me. I was overstimulated, and stared 
at my phone, looking at the updated departure times. My brain doesn’t work very 
quickly, and I thought he would walk away by then. But Packers Jacket had a bone to 
pick with me. As I started to walk away, he followed me, saying, “But if I take him out 
it’s gonna be a problem?” I knew I shouldn’t, but I responded, “Him?” I realized that 
he was threatening me by threatening Kwashie, my knight. Kwashie, the muscular, 
dark skinned protector. I, the helpless princess wearing sparkly purple eyeshadow, a 
purple jacket, and a cotton candy watch. Packers Jacket kept arguing with me and I 
told him get out of my way, you’re in my way, leave me alone. Now children, you know 
you should never speak to crackheads. They’re very temperamental.

As hard as I tried, we couldn’t avoid calling an Uber, after seeking refuge in the 
Walgreens down the street. But the rest of the day was a breeze. We went to the 
theater and there was nobody at the box office: only employees at the concession. 
The place felt strange, empty for a Super Tuesday. I bought popcorn, and the 
employees never checked my ticket. When we went upstairs to our theater room, 
there was no one up there to make sure we had tickets. It bothered me that I spent 
that much money for nothing.

The movie was much better than I expected. Sonic was stuck in a little town in 
Montana, cursed to live in hiding lest a human being sees him and he gets reported, 
vulnerable to anyone who wants to steal his powers. Of course he was discovered 
by a man who he had admired from afar for many years. I found myself genuinely 
caring about Sonic’s success. After, we walked around South Orange, ate at Tito’s 
Burritos, and Ubered back home, on Zahara’s dime. 

We had fun. My mother and my sister Naya came home from work when we 
were watching videos of a YouTuber watching and reacting to a video on the Smart 
TV. One of mom’s old friends, Ms. Darnell came over, and they talked about their 
jobs in the dining room; Ms. Darnell worked in a nursing home and joked about the 
trickiness of her situation. She and her children lived with her husband, many of her 
husband’s siblings, and her mother-in-law. We watched YouTube with their quick 
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Patois and screeching laughter in the background. In between videos, Zahara had to 
use the bathroom, and we scrolled through my suggestions. One was breaking news 
from CNN. It was Andrew Cuomo, then the governor of New York announcing that 
they were putting the National Guard in the Bronx because of the virus.

I couldn’t shake a dazed, hyper-aware feeling. I was used to feeling it upon going 
outside and responding to my surroundings; I often felt it going grocery shopping 
when I lived at SAS, or at restaurants, or eating with other peoples’ families. 
Sometimes it would come on randomly; I would be hanging out with friends in my 
dorm common room, and the lights would become too bright, to the point where I 
had to cover my eyes with my shirt or go back to my room. When I took math in the 
windowless, white walled basement of the SAS athletic building, I often had to go to 
the bathroom and stand in the stalls. Or how I can’t bear to be in the room when my 
friends play Dungeons and Dragons, because it makes me feel like a shaken baby. 
But this time it was gentler, and not overstimulating. Kwashie and I looked at each 
other, telling each other, woah, what’s that supposed to do, are they going to shoot 
the virus? This is bad. And then Zahara came back, and we told her, and chose 
another stupid video.

My mom and I dropped him off at the bus stop and waited for the 107X back 
to Port Authority with him, laughing about the crackhead from the bus stop that 
morning. I marveled at the scene again: my friend talking to my mom, laughing over 
the white noise from the parkway beneath us, where cars zipped back and forth, 
driven by people who were going to night shifts, or going home. A world powered 
by people who are going to work and then going home. The blanket of darkness 
interrupted by yellow streetlights and the fluorescent watchlights of the Planet 
Fitness parking lot. I thought of the closed box office, and the sunlight that poured 
through glass doors into the building’s lobby.

Every day the news got worse, and we heard stories of overfilled hospitals, and 
one of my mother’s coworkers at the Home Depot died: the story being that he had a 
heart attack, and they didn’t try very hard to revive him, because there was no room 
for him in the hospital. Within a week I learned that you’re not going back to school, 
and hundreds of people already have it in Newark. I was a teenage girl who looked 
forward to going to school and slacking off with her friends before graduating that 
May. I realized that those wedges I bought at a thrift shop in Connecticut for the 
graduation ceremony were for nothing, and I was a little relieved, because they 
were a bit too high. Eventually, my grandmother caught it. My father and I went to 
his mother’s apartment to check on her because she wasn’t answering the phone, 
and she almost didn’t open the door for us. I was the one who put clothes on her 
and covered her head before we took her to the hospital. Her own mother, my great 
grandmother, caught it as well; someone brought it into the nursing home and 
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infected nearly every patient and staff member. I remember feeding her a parfait my 
Dad bought at Wawa. Ms. Darnell’s mother-in-law, a woman who used to babysit 
my sisters and I, caught it from her children, many of whom worked in nursing homes. 
She used to make me feel special for loving to read. She died after 10 days. My great 
aunt on my mother’s side, a woman with many amputated toes due to diabetes, 
catches it from her husband. Mom’s birthday comes and goes. We promise to make 
it up to her when this is all over.

That was the strangest thing about the apocalypse: it was slow and invisible. 
It was seeing your friend get on a bus, not knowing that you will never see him, or 
anyone else in your class, at school again. It was seeing it everywhere because it was 
imperceptible, and having strange dreams every night: ones where I’m pregnant, or 
in middle school, or solving the murders of my best friends. It meant realizing that, 
no matter what happens, you will keep waking up as the same exact person. Movies 
make you think that hard times, large scale changes, make you different, harder. 
Callous. Or crazy. But what it really does is condense the parts of you that keep you 
afloat, for better or for worse. It was almost disturbing how myself I could be during 
the quarantine. I entertained elaborate fantasies about the most random people. I 
would put out different representatives of myself, depending on whether I was at my 
Mom’s or Dad’s. I would simultaneously procrastinate on my homework and crave 
intellectual stimulation. And the world just couldn’t help but continue to turn. Never 
discriminating. Never considering whether it should. Over and over and over and 
over again. 

There it is, kids. That’s who I was during what I would call my generation’s defining 
moment, if I didn’t know any better. But in reality, my generation was the one that 
were students when school shootings were happening about once a month. We were 
starting elementary school when the first and last man of color was in the oval office. 
We were little during Katrina, kids for Irene, preteens for Sandy and the Baltimore 
riots. We had all of those marches: to end gun violence, for the climate, against 
police brutality. And of course, Trump’s inauguration got the ball rolling for my high 
school career. And, again, if I didn’t know better, I would say that you all struggle 
with things that started in my generation’s adolescence, but nothing is completely 
new. And sure enough, here I am stuck living with my own daughter’s family while a 
new virus destroys our plans, all over again.
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To Become Familiar with Familiar
NICOLE SARIDAKIS ’20

I live at the front of my neighborhood and to be very frank, I rarely find myself 
past my backyard. Besides trick-or-treating with my brothers many years ago, I have 
no reason to scavenge around my two-streeted, quiet neighborhood. I know what it 
looks like. People move in and out of houses, hedges are trimmed, but nothing really 
changes.

Before quarantine, my house and neighborhood were all too familiar. The right 
turn out of my neighborhood and the left turn back in was automatic, as the rest 
of the neighborhood loomed behind. I even settled for my messy room because the 
excuse that “I’d be back at school soon enough,” made me comfortable enough to 
live with it. Home became a touch base between my lengthy stays at school. Yet, all 
of that changed with Covid-19. 

I hardly knew what to do, trapped in a house that I barely lived in for the past 
three and a half years. However, I can’t complain much, as I am stuck with my three 
brothers who double as best friends. But I struggled to keep myself engaged in an 
environment that was all too familiar. Every activity done in quarantine is fleeting and 
quite flimsy: difficult puzzles end in several hours, movies end in two, banana bread 
finishes in one. Spring cleaning takes a little longer and a dense, long novel could last 
up to a week or so, but they all still conclude. Of course, I wasn’t going to discover 
a timeless, state-of-the art activity that eradicated all boredom in quarantine, so I 
decided to do the same thing everyday and find something different about it.

I took upon walking around my neighborhood with my mother when we decided 
for the very first time we wanted to fully experience what laid behind our property. 
We wanted to familiarize ourselves with something that already was familiar to us. 
I have to admit, it is embarrassing to say that I noticed many new things for the first 
time. My mother and I found ourselves instantly commenting on things we would 
change about houses that we rarely even notice. My mom frequently would compare 
our neighbor’s pristine lawn, to our beaten up lawn from long days of wiffle ball and 
biking. I admired our neighbor’s varying stone fronts and my mother appreciated the 
beautiful extended porches that we didn’t have ourselves. It struck me that I found 
so much joy and interest in something that has always been available to me. As 
our house got further and further in the distance, we entered the reality we lacked 
without quarantine.

 Yet most of our conversations were focused on the things we wanted to do, but 
never had the time to. 

My mother turns to me and says:
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“You told me you were going to watch Parasite. Have you, Nicole?”
I reply with the four words I know best:
“No, but I will.”
She hears this answer daily and she won’t admit it, but it frustrates her. I tell her 

everyday I will watch another one of her Academy Award movie recommendations, 
but usually end up in my room spiraling down the rabbit hole of the internet.

She replies:
“Okay, but you cannot fall asleep during the movie. It is only spoken in Korean so 

you are reading subtitles the whole time, you know that, right?”
When she says this she looks at me knowing I am prone to falling asleep during 

movies.
I say:
“Okay, mom, you already told me.”
She says:
“I’ve already watched it twice and I would be happy to watch it a third time with 

you. I learn so much every time I watch it. And then when we finish, the next movie for 
you to watch is Bohemian Rhapsody.”

I turn away and look at the houses and make a mental note to make a physical 
note that I would watch Parasite with my mother. It was so simple to make notes on 
my walk of things I was going to do, but always took a little more effort to actually 
do. Why did it take me so long to finally watch a two hour movie when, now, I had all 
the time in the world? 

It only takes about thirty minutes to cover our entire neighborhood. Thirty 
minutes to talk about the rapidly increasing numbers of Coronavirus cases. Thirty 
minutes to talk about the new Netflix series, Unorthodox, that my mother and I 
finished in just days because we couldn’t get enough of immersing ourselves in 
others’ extreme lifestyles. Thirty minutes for my mother to tell me how excited she is 
to finish her enormous needlepoint of a single fish and how it is “really going to jazz 
up” the kitchen once it is hung up. Thirty minutes to cry over a lost senior spring and 
graduation. Thirty minutes to talk about the first things we were going to do when 
we were released from quarantine. My mom was quick to say she would pay a visit 
to her hairstylist to get a long overdue haircut and color, but followed up by stating 
how she was also eager to gather with family for a Thanksgiving-like feast. I told 
her I couldn’t wait to go to every restaurant in Wilmington for breakfast, lunch, and 
dinner, and avoid any home cooked meal for a long time. Half an hour to remove us 
out of our tiny bubble and expand just a little bit, to a slightly bigger bubble.

It was nothing extravagant but it kept us thinking, moving, and connected. Some 
days we walked down the left side first, then the right, and then back home. Some 
days it was the other way around. And when we felt ambitious, we would hike on a 
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trail in the very back of our yard, which both of us never really knew existed. We tried 
to go on a walk every day, but some days the weather didn’t cooperate and some 
days we didn’t cooperate. But, we usually found thirty minutes to wander in now, 
known territory.  

There was something special about fully immersing myself in a world I already 
knew but also didn’t know. It was as comfortable as it was uncomfortable. The grass 
never looked the same. The sun never reflected against the same windows. And my 
mother and I never had the same conversation, in the same neighborhood we lived 
in for so many years.
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House Guest
CHRISTINE CHEN ’21

When I stepped off the plane to Pittsburgh on February 26th, I did not realize I 
would be a house guest. Sure, my friend Piper had generously offered to host me 
over spring break when she found out I couldn’t return home to China. We made 
the decision over two phone calls before they had found a new name for the virus, 
all of us under the impression that I would stay at her house in Squirrel Hill North, 
Pittsburgh, until preseason.

I didn’t think I’d be a house guest for an indefinite period of time. I didn’t feel like 
one, waiting in the airport with my 30-inch red suitcase and two backpacks for her 
dad to pick me up, reading A Letter to a Young Writer and sipping a matcha green tea 
latte. I didn’t have to wear a mask then, and the airport was still half full of wandering 
people, stacked on every step of the escalators. I had another rejection sitting in my 
inbox, tempting my tears, before I knew more were coming. I had been up till 1 a.m. 
that week, writing my wreck of a Hamlet paper, analyzing despair, lying awake in 
my own way past my bedtime, haunted by the songs from The Addams Family. My 
head hurt like someone hit me with a brick and muffled my nose with chloroform, 
but an old man paced the baggage claim with a bouquet of flowers as I waited and 
somehow, life was bearable again. That was the worst it could have gotten then, 
before I could grasp the idea of a pandemic. After all, I was coming home. Not my 
own, but that of a friend I might as well call my sister.

 
March. Just when life started feeling normal again, the illusion broke. COVID-19 

had hit another city, another state. We called friends from the kitchen as we 
made vegan “chapel dinner” on Wednesdays, worried about Leila and Gino. The 
government was telling people they didn’t need masks. “Just wash your hands; 
preserve the masks for when you’re actually sick,” said Piper’s parents when I offered 
my stash of 10 N-95s. Doctors predicted this virus might stay. Her dad agreed. More 
cases. Not enough test kits. More panic. Not enough action. More racism. More 
ignorance. Not enough compassion.

Strangers filled my Instagram with news of hate, exhibiting the horrors of 
humanity when we’d lost our sympathy. Another Asian attacked for wearing a mask 
while I was watching Stranger Things with Piper. Another Asian glared at on public 
transportation for wanting to protect themselves while Piper was teaching me to 
do a sit-drop on the trampoline. Another Asian insulted for being cautious when 
we baked a failure of a vegan cheesecake for her birthday. Another Asian called 
“diseased.” Another Asian blamed. Another Asian. Another.
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I couldn’t take another. I couldn’t become that other. I still can’t. But I am.
I remember standing in the guestroom shower at 1:30 a.m. in Pittsburgh, letting 

the water run over my face. I wanted to punch the wall and cry but I didn’t. I waited 
for the silence to drown me but it didn’t. I must have muttered a made-up prayer to 
the water, begging for things to change. Again I was confronted by racism, hate that 
stems from ignorance. For the first time in a while, I was reminded that I was just a 
house guest, in Piper’s home and in this country I cannot call my own.

 
I didn’t know then, that, within that month, I would be reminded again and again 

that I’m a house guest, sleeping in someone else’s guest bedroom, eating someone 
else’s cereal in someone else’s kitchen, watching someone else’s TV on someone else’s 
couch underneath someone else’s blanket, living on borrowed land and borrowed 
kindness. I mostly kept to my room then, aware of the space I took up that often 
Piper had to knock and ask if I wanted to do anything, trying to get me out, perhaps. 
The emails came and went, surprising me each time with what I already knew. I 
stopped going downstairs before dinnertime to help out for a few days, even, a habit 
I’d formed despite seldom setting foot in my own kitchen at home. I didn’t know I 
was drowning in frustration, that I was numbing my brain with screens, avoiding 
the conversation that would eventually ensue with our parents. They all agreed on 
the complicated nature of travel, then; the Jackmans offered to host me until things 
“blow over.” I knew they wouldn’t, not for a long while.

But then came the email from the Dean of Students, explaining the Shelter in 
Place order in Delaware till May 15th, how the school year was likely to be canceled 
anyway before it happened, how some host families had essential workers—even 
healthcare workers—that would put the entire household at risk, how it would be 
too much to ask for them to shoulder that responsibility for another child. The 
message was clear. Still I didn’t want to see it, didn’t want to take the words for what 
they meant. I knew from friends and social media what it would be like to go home 
then—flying for 16 hours straight with a mask on, getting quarantined at home or in 
a hotel for two weeks, being attacked online for “sending the virus home” and being 
“ungrateful, unpatriotic brats”— and I didn’t want to live it. So over one phone call, 
my parents decided to ask for another favor, perhaps our last; we wanted to try, and 
I wanted to stay.

By the next phone call, everything was different again. Mom called after classes, 
asking if I was alone before anything else. Everyone else was in their rooms, on Zoom 
or Teams or Netflix; I hid in mine, pacing when Mom broke the news. So I was moving 
then, to Texas, to stay with my godparents, who, upon understanding the situation, 
accepted me into their home without hesitation. “Joanne would understand,” Mom 
said. “She’s Chinese, too.” So she stayed home all day every day, aware that the 
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moment she walked out the door with a mask on, she would be stared at, questioned, 
and pounced upon. “And her being your godmother, it’s easier to communicate; we 
won’t have to worry as much.” I know, Mom. As my godmother in practice, Joanne 
would not have to fret over my wellbeing. With no essential worker in her household, 
she would not have to worry about the risk of contraction. As a close friend of my 
mother’s, we would not have to worry about how she and Nick would feel about my 
extended stay because I wouldn’t be a stranger in her house. I wouldn’t be a parasite, 
even though I would still be a house guest. There was nothing left to say except “I’ll 
pack.”

I spent the rest of the day burdened with this knowledge; I was not to tell Piper 
before the parents could communicate. So I waited, agreeing to Piper’s whim to 
teach me to ride a bike as our afternoon activity that last day on the trampoline, 
pretending to carry on as usual, living a dramatic irony, and burning inside.

 
I arrived in Houston that Saturday morning exhausted and sweating through my 

jacket, having worn an N-95 almost from the moment I stepped foot in the airport, 
despite my fear of judgment and discrimination. The mask had been tight against 
my skin and feeding moist air back to my face. I was one of the dozen passengers on 
an early flight to Texas in an abandoned airport, and I got an entire row to myself 
on the plane. I should have felt safe. I had a mask and a bottle of hand sanitizer, 
and I slept in my seat with the hood of my waterproof winter jacket over my head so 
I wouldn’t eat or drink or touch anything. Still I was scared. What if, just what if? Did 
I have my mask on when I presented my ID? I couldn’t have. Did I sanitize my hands after 
redistributing 4 pounds of my possessions? Did anyone cough, sneeze, wheeze at the TSA? 
But I closed my eyes and leaned against the plane window with my jacket to protect 
me from the outside world, and I fell deep into sleep, ignoring, just for a second, how 
much I felt like a house guest in my body, unsettled and helpless.

Joanne showed up in a mask and we rode in silence, save for the instructions 
she gave about the quarantine. My shoes were to be left outside the house. My 
luggage sprayed with rubbing alcohol and wiped down. My jacket taken outside in 
a shopping bag to be disinfected under the sun and then washed. My clothes, too. 
Before I showered, I took off all my jewelry and washed them in the sink. By the time 
I got out of the bathroom, Joanne had poked her head just past the wall into my 
area with a bowl of wontons, my lunch. Our hands didn’t touch. I didn’t know then 
this would become normal, that I would retreat into my room even after quarantine, 
distancing myself from a woman distant enough not to know who I am despite her 
title, despite what she would believe.
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By day four, I had gotten used to this new routine in isolation. I’d get up at 7 for my 
8 a.m. class, pick up my breakfast—some combination of cereal and bagel—at the 
food station—a wooden tray on the floor—at 7:40, pick up lunch at 12:20 and watch 
Criminal Minds as I eat. After lunch I’d game a few rounds, work some, and wait for 
dinner to show up at around 6:30, prepared to wrestle the dog for my food. By then, 
even Bullet, their 14-year-old husky had figured out my schedule. Nick had put the 
cushions back out in front patio so I could sit there, now an extended part of my area, 
every day at 5. Even an indoor cat like myself could use some sun. I guess I could use 
my legs, walking those extra 6 feet from the office where I’ve been spending most 
of my days, hunched over a phone, an iPad, and a keyboard, in front of my bright 
computer screen. So I sat, legs swaying, my healing playlist spilling from my phone as 
I read Tara Westover’s memoir, Education, wondering where mine was going.

By the end of that first week, I still yawned excessively during class, not even 
attempting to cover it up by shutting the video discretely and blaming it on WiFi. I 
zoned out incessantly, feeling just enough remorse to snap back to the attention now 
and then and choosing not to play a multiplayer game during class. I talked about 
my living situation every chance I got as if quarantine in the home of an acquaintance 
in a country I don’t belong was something I should be proud of. At the start of class, 
during our friend function, our Noxontones meeting, even. I felt stupid. But I talked 
anyway, wishing that if I kept moving my mouth, someone would have to listen. At 
least someone would not ignore my presence. At least people wouldn’t look at me 
like I was a house guest, even though I was, and at least they reminded me of school, 
of home, a home we’re all deprived of. At least we shared that.

Now that I think about it, it was all I talked about. Missing school, missing home, 
wanting things to change, wanting things to be over. And staying positive, despite 
my disposition, despite the circumstances. In that first week of quarantine, I was 
positive almost to a fault, hula-hooping after lunch, restarting calligraphy, writing 
poems, writing songs, learning psychology and profiling from Criminal Minds, 
picking up organic chemistry, even. I averaged about a thousand words a day, 
chronicling, reflecting, ranting on about how we need compassion now more than 
ever and actually believing it. Everyone was surprised at how positive I managed to 
stay, especially Whiz, who later recounted during our weekly advisor meeting that 
“if someone locked me up in a room for two weeks without human contact, I’d go 
batshit.” Now that I’m out of quarantine, I think I was surprised, too.

 
But the truth is, I have fallen asleep after Zoom yoga, fighting a headache that 

came and went like an old lover. I darted into my bedroom after reading Mr. Roach’s 
email about spring term being canceled and stayed there, without turning on a light 
or the shut blinds, having somehow fumbled onto the yoga ball in the corner away 
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from the windows. I just sat there, in the dark, forgetting for the first time my fear 
of darkness, just because it felt better than staring at a screen of white, wrestling 
meaning from the black letters. I have wasted hours hopping from screen to screen, 
episode to episode, game to game until my eyes were so red I thought I popped 
a capillary again. I ran away from my own open mic night performance, muting 
the audio and looking away, mocking myself in the chat, “oh my god I talk with my 
hands” as the “video me” made a poor attempt at prefacing my poem before I ran 
away. I have sat staring at the clouds, questioning if they were really moving or if 
I were moving them, in my head, with my mind, with my stress, with my anxiety. I 
remember writing, “the world is spinning. But then again it always has been.”   

I remember lying. I have lied almost every time I have told someone I’ve been 
“doing well,” “alright,” or “fine.” The words slipped off my tongue like silk, so light 
and so easy. But I don’t think I believed in them, not when I was eating meals just 
because they’d been brought to me. Not when I had lost track of what day of the 
week it is. Not when I had been dragging myself to meetings and yoga. Not when I 
had felt bursts of the urge to talk to people but no energy to call anyone. Not when 
I’ve had to convince myself to stand up, to gather the hula-hoop just to fool my Fitbit 
into thinking I’ve walked. Not when I have been avoiding writing with every excuse I 
can conjure, despite my rants about how writing is my life, how it matters to me more 
than anything, how it heals. Despite having an argument about it with Joanne during 
one of our few, brief conversations, taking offense when she, again after two and half 
years, and like many others, suggested I consider law. I have fallen into another low 
and I have not recognized it until it has consumed me whole.

I remember feeling so feverish that I must have bolted into my room and taken my 
temperature, unaware that I had just drunk hot chamomile tea. The numbers read 
37.5°C, and my heart sunk deep in my chest, weighing myself into the couch where I 
lay, trying to calm myself for an emergency nap to “sleep it off.” It turned out to be a 
false alarm. It must have been, for the thermometer read 36.9°C after I woke up to 
my alarm, just a tenth of a degree below the threshold to be safe. I had been muting 
myself during class to sneeze every other minute and filling in the silence with sniffles.

And I remember looking out the window at the divulging rain that Thursday and 
praying that the negative ions from the storm would save me like the storm jacket 
was saving the dog from the noise and his anxiety. I was hoping for nature to put me 
back on my feet. But then I recalled that line from Educated about how it’s easier to 
think you’re lazy than to admit you need help. The storm raged on. I was still hurting. 
But I’d collected some hope from that rainwater, hope that I will heal, and it will start 
from me, even when I broke down and yelled at Joanne for pushing me to talk, to 
share everything that I have bottled up for over two months.
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My eyes will remember how to choke back tears as I read the news, scrolling 
through numbers that now need commas in them, seeing blurred Asian faces that 
have fallen victim to the virus of hate and division. My back will remember hunching 
over my computer in bed, starring at another rejection letter from another program, 
feeling again that I had lost power over my words. My fingers will remember 
hammering out word after word on yet another late night after another Chinese 
student studying abroad, upon return to their mother country, had been threatened 
and shamed and attacked for seeking refuge at home. My ears will remember the 
whirr of electricity as I typed, the whole house asleep, wishing for the traffic noise 
outside my downtown apartment.

I will remember calling friends and family and anyone that would pick up and 
talking for four hours straight that one Saturday night. I was glad I didn’t lose 
my voice the morning after. But I think, more than anything, I was glad they were 
there, grounding me just a little when I had lost all sense of the word “home,” when 
I watched my life uprooted in front of my eyes, felt my soul wander the land of this 
country, confused as to why I wasn’t home, why they don’t want me home. And I 
will remember feeling like a house guest who’s overstayed her welcome everywhere, 
caught between two homes in two countries, deprived of both.   
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Remember 
MADELINE BIRKNES ’21

You read without retaining words,
hear words without attaching meaning.

You walk without a destination: 
ambling on for miles and miles and 

crossing state lines.

What did that couple in the blue minivan think?
Your legs strong, but your face blank, 

at least that time you remembered
44 Forest Road.

Now you have an ID band stating
address, name, cell phone number,

but Grammy says it’s a useless bracelet:
you forget to put it on.

You forget names of grandchildren and
sons-in-law, but you still know

your daughters, your wife, and
they remember the mornings you,

legs hip-width apart, arms windmilling,
chanted: I am happy, I am healthy,

I am radiant.

They remember the mornings you
all walked to the Kansas City Swim Club

laughing, splashing in the pool
because you had convinced the manager

you needed a key.
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But I never knew you like that:
wild, progressive, funny as hell. 
What I remember
is the time you forgot
where the granola was, so you ate 
Freddy’s dog food instead. 

I hope it was good: crunchy, nutty,
but, Grandchop, this year you stopped driving.
Grammy maneuvered your massive red Ford 
and ugly white trailer from Michigan
to Florida. She reminds you daily
what the coronavirus is, 
she makes sure you eat, 
that you amble home from every walk.

I guess that’s what love looks like
after fifty-seven years of marriage. 
And you can remember this much:
you’re forgetting something,

but it’s everything, really. 

HELEN KERR ’23
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Butterfly
CHRISTINE CHEN ’21
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For forty-five years, my mother didn’t want to pierce her ears.
She said she didn’t want to ruin her chances 

of becoming a butterfly in her next life.
Legends say that women with pierced ears are marked 

to come back and live again as women
in their next life and maybe the one after.

She wanted so much to fly free 
in the mountain woods, away from it all,

that not even beauty could stand in her way. 
I did not understand her then,

why she would exchange long life as a human
for a brief passage as an insect

perishable at the fingers of a wandering child. 
But then time snuck up on me like a shadow, 

pouring ice down my back, 
sprinkling my hair with judgment and “shame” 

they force on my name
for leaving home and speaking a foreign tongue— 

a runaway, a rebel, a stuck-up, a traitor
to a country that raised me in blood,

a culture that runs in my blood
and boils it for how different I’ve become.

When I walk down the street and feel
a thousand eyes on my shoulders,

broad and prominent for a Chinese girl,
on my hips and legs dubbed Western in shape,

I want to grow back the wings they snipped
before I learned to fly

and soar fast and high—
away, away, away—

into the woods and far in the mountains, 
among the flowers that no one will pick,

and dance till the sun dips down the horizon,
where those who cast me out can never reach me.

For I will be a butterfly,
even with my beautiful, pierced ears. 

I will flutter my wings and fly free!
Your nets will not and cannot ensnare me. 

ABBY SAHS ’20
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Meredith
RILEY BAKER ’21

So it was a girl, then. Meredith felt the hot phone go silent against her wrinkled 
cheek as her son and his wife hung up. How happy Meredith said she was for them, 
their first child, her first grandchild. A girl. To tell the truth, Meredith didn’t like girls 
that much. They were undoubtedly more work than boys, more high-maintenance, 
more drama, more reliant on their mothers. They could easily turn out odd: not 
interested in fashion or appearance and forever doomed to be a whiny, frumpy-
looking old maid. And then they would turn around and blame those misfortunes on 
their mothers for making them that way in the first place. In fact, it was always the 
mother’s fault in those kinds of situations. The whole thing seemed like a cruel cycle 
to Meredith with no means of coming out on top. 

Each time, Meredith had breathed a deep sigh of relief she didn’t know she had 
been holding when the nurse had announced that Adam and Christopher were 
both boys. For Christopher, it was a surprise after seven grueling hours of labor. 
Meredith fell asleep immediately after and dreamt of blue skies until Christopher’s 
hungry squeals woke her up less than an hour later. With Adam, the nurse told her 
early and unexpectedly, using one of those advanced machines that are becoming 
more and more accurate every day. On the car ride home, she had stopped at a 
nearby Swedish bakery and bought a single blueberry cupcake for herself that got 
crumbs and dark blue buttercream all over the cuffs of her sweater. She had licked 
her fingers, kept driving, and feigned surprise when Adam was revealed to be a boy 
fifteen weeks later. And now it is Adam’s turn to squint and stare at such a grainy 
image on a foreign screen and imagine how much it will affect your life for the rest 
of your life.

It wasn’t until Meredith stood up that she remembered how hungry she was. She 
was just about to heat up some soup for lunch when Adam and Eleri called but now 
she was in the mood for cooking a real meal. Maybe even baking something too. A 
strawberry cheesecake, perhaps. Or maybe a raspberry tart. This was a cause for 
celebration, for goodness sake. 

Sam wouldn’t be home for another couple of hours, for even though he had retired 
less than a year ago, he volunteered to organize the archives at the public library in 
Ann Arbor every weekday from 10:30 to 3 like it was his life’s work. Meredith didn’t 
mind. The late mornings and afternoons left time for her to read or cook, which was 
much more enjoyed when there wasn’t some cranky old man around complaining 
his breakfast was taking too long and he was going to be late. Meredith never 
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really enjoyed cooking that much before she retired—it always seemed like such a 
chore!—but now, it was a way for her to listen to her Frankie Valli and stay on her 
feet. To remain alone but to be surrounded by music and whatever personality was 
simmering on the stove that day. Each morning, Meredith saw her day stretched 
out before her like different threads of possibility, undisturbed. Recently, she had 
found that the distance was healthy for her and Sam’s dinner conversations. He 
could tell her about that annoying young woman behind the desk or the interesting 
article someone brought in after cleaning out their attic, and then Meredith could 
then update him on the plot of the latest novel she was reading or whether that new 
recipe she was trying out was successful. Already, she was dreading the days that 
would come when neither of them could leave the house very easily anymore and 
they would live day in and day out together, always in each other’s way, always with 
nothing new to say to each other. 

Even the title of “grandmother” settled heavily on Meredith’s chest as she finally 
decided on what she would make: a nice, pan-seared salmon she needed to get rid 
of. Pink and moist on the inside, while crispy and gray on the outside. Decadent but 
simple. Perfect for a lunch for one. Meredith had been raised to believe that there 
were three stages in a woman’s life: first, a daughter, then a wife and a mother, and 
then a grandmother. Was it possible that Meredith was already heading into her 
third and final stage of life? The scales Meredith was scraping off of the fish flashed 
at her in the late afternoon sun, glinting gently on the countertop, as small as a baby’s 
fingernail. It didn’t seem possible that Meredith’s life would most probably be over in 
the next fifteen years or so. Just as her granddaughter’s life would be beginning, it 
seemed like Meredith’s was closing in on its final act. 

Meredith’s own girlhood hadn’t been so good to her. The only girl of three 
brothers, Meredith was always the one able to soothe her father’s temper. Or bear 
the brunt of it depending on exactly what mood he was in that day. Her brothers 
were allowed to hate him, to leave and play football in the front yard until dinner, 
but Meredith was always sent into the living room with his drink and instructed to 
sit on his lap and give him a kiss on the cheek. More often than not, she would end 
up pushed to the floor, one time into the glass coffee table that gave her twenty-
two stitches along the side of her wrist. She was thankful everyday that he had died 
before he wormed his way into living out his old age out with her and Sam. When 
Meredith thought back to her childhood now, she mostly just felt misunderstood. 
Whenever possible, her own mother had always retreated to her separate bedroom 
to hide from her husband’s moods. Meredith’s brothers were out whenever they could 
be and never asked Meredith if she would like to escape as well. She only had her 
mother’s grandmother to look up to, a stern Southern old woman who always wore 
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pearls and let Meredith try some of her perfume. Meredith didn’t think she could 
be the kind of grandmother who could knit scarves for her granddaughter or wear 
spectacles, but maybe this cooking could be something they could do together. 

Sam comes home to the smell of seared salmon, Frankie Valli, and his flushed 
wife in a pink apron he didn’t know they owned. 

“What’s going on in here?” he asks. 
“Well, it’s for the baby, of course.”
“Now?”
“Didn’t they call you? It’s a girl!”
“Oh, yes, yes. Adam did tell me that.”
Meredith stood there with the spatula in her hand, not knowing what else to say. 

She had eaten the crispy salmon out of the pan and was just about to start on a 
raspberry creme brulee for an evening dessert. 

“Do you know if Christopher knows yet?” she finally asked. 
“No,” he said, hanging his coat on the back of his chair and sitting down with 

a grunt, hands folded across his soft stomach that he’d accumulated over the past 
decade. When Adam first started going out with Eleri, Eleri had convinced Meredith 
to stop serving Sam like a waitress in her own home. There were limits, of course, but 
for the most part, Meredith liked Eleri, a nice Catholic girl from the Midwest who had 
convinced Meredith to do things like participate in the Detroit Women’s March last 
winter. Sam, however, still expected to be served like he had for the past forty or so 
years and so Meredith made a point to continue with her baking, only looking up to 
respond. 
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Not a porch 
After Richard Blanco’s “El Florida Room” 
MADELINE BIRKNES ’21

Not a sitting room, but where I watched
the light hit the trees across the river,
their tips turning gold while their roots sank
into the soil, crumbling green and brown,
its edges swept by the current like the breeze 
swept through the pines and blew their sharp, earthy scent 
with the heady smell of smoke from upriver.

Not a music room, but where the chatting of sisters
and brothers and mothers drifted alongside
Uncle Willy’s guitar and snippets of lyrics
about my cousins that he’s written on 
birchbark scrolls and sung for us, his
daughter harmonizing above him while 
I tried to catch onto the melody. 

Not a family room, but where I waited
for Fiona to throw open the car door, 
red hair streaming behind her as she
barreled into her brothers first, me next,
plotting the whole summer in one breathe 
as I followed her down the path so she 
could jump in the river, first thing.

Not a kitchen, but where Kyle shamed
Willy for burning the pasta and Willy
ridiculed Dad for being vegan while
Grammy leaned over her wine glass,
hands cupping her ears to hear their banter 
over Dad’s laughter.
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Not a deck, but where wooden boards
pressed into my back when I lay down to read,
pressed into my hands during push-ups 
with my cousin Fiona, who always beat me,
pressed into my feet during yoga with 
Aunt Carrie, who will find enlightenment
before she finds herself using a microwave.

By the edge of the St. Mary’s, we roll on
generation after generation watching the sun 
light up the trees, turn the waves into millions
of tiny mirrors reflecting into our eyes; 
at home we roll through the motions,
each figure spinning a different direction, 
but always resting, briefly, together, by the river.

CAITLIN SHIPLEY ’20
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A Note to My Mom 
WILLIAM ZHUANG ’21

Mom,
I started seeing people
Walking around in masks
Buying tissues and sanitizers.
A lot of the pictures
I saw on the internet
A month ago,
Images I used to feel so distant from,
I see them here in real life.
Maybe the Chinese media
Can be accurate after all. 

I wonder how things are for you,
Other than the smile
That’s never absent from my screen.
If we were talking about
The planet controlled by the disease,
The danger of my grandparents,
Your parents.
If we were talking about the death toll,
Instead of the weather and online classes.
If we were talking about how everything’s splitting apart,
Instead of the possibility of our reunion.

But mom you know me,
All I do is assume
That you do feel well about everything,
Even when those moments of vulnerability
Accidently slip.
I guess I’m fine as well,
Except my running nose
That’s been there for months.
I still talk to people,
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I occasionally go outside,
And take a few steps in the yard.

I like the smell of chlorine in the pool
Mixed with the tender green leaves.

I do miss home,
You know I do mom.

I wanna lay on the couch
And eat the sweet grapes

You occasionally buy.
I wanna chew

And remember its taste
This time around,

Before swallowing one after another.
But what I really miss is

the comfort of normalcy,
The comfort of waking up late for breakfast,

And walking our dog next to the sea,
Knowing everything’s here to stay.

And finally,
Mom

It’s no long winter out here
In MA.

It wasn’t too cold
When we threw

a lacrosse ball around,
At least.

I do have a roof
over my head,

A family around me,
And a few things

to laugh about,
At least.

WILLIAM ZHUANG ’21
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Easier Expectations
IZZY NIELSEN ’21

Her mother sat on the steps of the porch, smoking a cigarette, her sunken 
stomach moving with each puff. The smoke made the air grow bitter. The girl was 
careful not to breathe it in.

“Since when did the days start getting this warm in September? These idiots 
on TV talking about that climate shit might be on to something.” The mother said, 
taking another drag from the paper tube between her fingers. 

“It’s an awful thing.” The girl responded. 
“When you have kids, they’ll have hell coming for them.” 
“When I do, they will.” The girl said. She looked out across the street at the 

neighbor’s house. The tether-ball pole in the yard. The toy cars in the driveway. On 
the porch, just like the one she stood on now, little boy’s swimsuits were drying. They 
were bright colors, pink and blue and green. 

“Have you given a second thought to all that college nonsense?” The mother 
asked. She kicked the dirt beneath the stairs. Clumps of it scattered in all directions.

“I’m still thinking about it.”
“Don’t take too long now, it’s better to live life when you got things all figured out.”
“It’s not always that easy.” 
“It is if you make it that way.”
“It’s not always easy to make it that way.” 
“You’re just scared.” 
“I’m just thinking.” The girl sighed. The lights in the neighbor’s house had almost 

all turned off now except for the ones in the top window where she knew the couple’s 
bedroom was. The warm yellow from inside glowed in the deep dark of the street. 

“You think too much.”
“Or not enough.”
“No, always enough. More than enough. Always too much.”
“If you say so.”
“I say so and I’m right. I’m telling you, you work that brain of yours half to death.”
“Half to death is not enough.”
“Shut up, will you?” The mother said, the remnants of her cigarette lit orange. 

Her fingertips still held it even as the orange grew closer. Even as the girl was sure 
it was burning her. The girl looked at the window again. The light had turned off. 
Inside she imagined the couple sleeping in their bed, curled up against one another, 
a twisted knot of safety. 
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“I’m tired. Maybe I should go get some sleep.” The girl said. She stepped towards 
the house. 

“We aren’t done talking. You can’t tell me you want to talk and then just leave. 
That’s not how this works.”

She sat down on the stairs next to the mother. The window across the street was 
still dark. 

“Do things work out?” She asked.
“God always has a plan.” There was certainty in her voice. 
“What if He’s not there? What is He’s not watching? Do they still work out?”
“Things never turn out bad if you expect nothing to start with.”
“I guess that’s true.” 
“Never expect anything. It’s easier that way.” 
“I want to. At least more than this.” The girl didn’t let herself cry. Instead, she 

closed her eyes, heavy with the weight of the day. She wanted to throw up, to get 
something out. Something deep inside of her. She wanted it gone. “I wish I could 
expect everything.” She didn’t dare look at the mother. She heard her breathe, 
watched the smoldering remains of the cigarette finally fall to the soil. 

The mother stood up and stared at the sky. The freckles of light made lines like 
veins across the plain of black. She listened to her daughter gulp for air and swallow. 
The neighbor’s house had now been made hazy by the dark; she could barely see it 
from across the street. The mother kicked dirt over the cigarette on the ground. 

“I did too. You grow out of it.” She said. 
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New Hampshire, 2007 
RILEY BAKER ’21

When my cousin and I are still little, we tread far into my grandfather’s backyard 
in New Hampshire, shovels dragged roughly across the ground, bumped over tree 
roots and ripped through the bottoms of my grandmother’s blueberry bushes. It is 
summer in Hanover and both mine and my cousin’s eyes are gilded over with images 
of what we hope to find in a few short hours: a dirt-caked plastic vessel buried by our 
fathers when they were our age, filled most likely with crumpled dollar bills, among 
other possible treasures. My cousin crossed his fingers for some GI Joes while I hoped 
to grow my dollar coin collection. A full year older than me, he can count already 
and I don’t trust him, even after we promise to split the treasure evenly. Soon, my 
grandfather joins us, his bigger and heavier shovel sloped over his shoulder, clomping 
toward us in dirty work boots and flannel like the real-life giant off the paper towel 
rolls. He digs next to us until the sun sinks and we are forced to give up, the backyard 
pockmarked with empty holes, evidence of my grandfather’s steady digging. 

Now, there are different motions that my same grandfather, aged twelve years 
and this time in my backyard, uses as he hacks away at the buckthorn lining the 
back of the yard in the morning light. Eyes still burning with sleep, I can look out 
the bathroom window and see only the silhouette of an eighty-year-old man, face 
obscured by a fleece hat and neckline of a down jacket, steadily hacking away in 
the frigid air. The figure stops every few blows in order to straighten himself before 
resuming again, steady, despite all. 

The third time my grandmother had gotten cancer in the years between had 
destroyed her balance and then a stroke had destroyed her diction, her memory, her 
mobility, and everything else my grandmother had once been. The New Hampshire 
house my dad and his brother grew up in was sold. My grandmother evaporated 
away slowly in a southern Illinois nursing home with my grandfather as her primary 

HAYLEY VU ’22
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caretaker. His strong hands feeding her, bathing her, lifting her onto the toilet every 
day for four years. When she died when I was thirteen, I did not know the woman that 
my grandmother had been, even though my family had made the drive down to them 
every Sunday for dinner. For a while, I thought this story was about my grandmother, 
the woman I never got to know. 

But with the recent discovery of pills prescribed to fight the onset of Alzheimer’s/
dementia hidden away from the rest of the family in my grandfather’s office, I’ve 
realized that this part of my life is more about my grandfather than anyone else. 
Soon enough, I will see my grandfather slowly disappear just as my grandmother 
once did, this time in my own home, this same man who now helps me dice the fresh 
produce for dinner, tomatoes, shallots, and onions with those same steady, veined 
hands. The same hands that gesticulate emphatically when he tells the story of when 
he saw Ruth for the first time, that slap me congratulations on the back after I finish 
my 5k, though my cousin runs it almost ten minutes faster than me—always ahead, 
even now. The same hands that once dug alongside my cousin and I, gritty with New 
England soil, in search of a long lost treasure. When did this all happen? The day 
when he does not remember these stories, when he’ll stare at me blankly, no name 
coming to his lips for me, his first-born granddaughter, just as my grandmother 
did before him, is a ticking time bomb. But before then, I want to know the man my 
grandfather still is. Know even in his politics I don’t agree with, his confusing idioms, 
his loud laughter. And when it finally does become time, I’ll tell him back the stories 
of his life just as he did once to me. It doesn’t matter that we never found the treasure 
back in Hanover, but I want to believe that the new owner of that house will find it 
someday, shovel slung over shoulder and stubborn with determination, just as we 
once were. 
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7 Things I Don’t Mind About OCD
ASHLIE DOUCETTE ’21

1. Wherever I come across emptiness and quiet, my mind creates games to fill up 
the space. Some are straightforward and others come with an extensive and 
complex set of rules, but I know I prefer all to silence. My favorite is the car game, 
where I watch through the foggy backseat window for telephone poles. As we 
pass one, I squeeze my eyes shut three times. If I miss one, the car ride becomes 
five minutes longer. I like these games less as the stakes increase. 

2. It makes me look for parts of myself reflected in other people. In 7th grade, I 
knew very little about how my brain worked, but I knew what it meant to relate 
to someone. When I slept over at my friend’s house, she confided in me the scary 
thoughts that filled her head from time to time. “But,” she added, “I don’t feel like 
these thoughts belong to me. Do you think that’s possible?” “I do, I really do,” I 
responded. I felt like I needed to convince her, even if I didn’t yet believe it myself.  

3. For all the times I convinced myself that I would burn down my house (but 
didn’t), that I would blurt out something insensitive during an awkward silence 
(but didn’t), or that I would swerve the steering wheel while a family member 
was driving (but didn’t), I realized that I have a lot more control over myself than 
I think. Even if I don’t feel it in the moment.

4. When my life falls out of balance, whether I have neglected school, family and 
friends, or myself, I can reach back to the physical feeling of perfect balance. 
Whenever I feel that line of symmetry dividing my body in half, I also anticipate 
everything that might disrupt its equilibrium, like a change in temperature or 
pressure. While life can’t be reduced to these basic categories, that feeling 
reminds me that balance comes gradually with small adjustments. It also reminds 
me that “perfect” balance only comes at the cost of stillness and isolation.  

5. When I feel myself becoming increasingly anxious, I simultaneously feel my 
imagination inflating like a balloon inside my head. Sometimes I feel urged to 
write, sometimes to solve, sometimes to rearrange; in any form, it makes me feel 
unstoppable.

6. It helps me see that when I think I have a full picture of someone, there is still 
a dimension missing to it. Through this dimension of mind, they experience 
everything. I can’t see it clearly, but I can remember that this dimension may 
function in infinite ways.    

7. As I began to distinguish my own voice from all other internal voices, I learned to 
love whatever I recognized as myself. 
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Compromising 
WILLIAM ZHUANG ’21

I’m losing track of weeks and days,
Plans and schedule we all used to make.
I’m forgetting how to
get out of the blanket and
shower in the morning,
How to search through my closet
and put on a sweater I didn’t wear
the day before.
I’m used to
the smell of still air in an old house,
the creaking of the stairs,
From my room to the kitchen,
The longest walk I take each day.
I’m learning to compromise,
People I don’t get to see,
Things I don’t get to experience,
Salvaged by
new discoveries on spotify and
the black and white mosaic
bathroom floor.
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Looking for shampoo 
After Elizabeth Bishop’s “Filling Station” 
MADELINE BIRKNES ’21

The underbelly of Middletown
—this strip-mall Acme,

fluorescent lights glaring,
spotlighting gum stuck 

to the floor, cracks on the walls
oozing sticky liquid—be careful 

where you put your hands!

A worker in a stained,
worn vest, embroidery fading,

(Carli? Carla?) restocks empty
shelves with off-brand toothpaste,

her cheap hair dye greasy
at the roots. 

These people!—they move
so slowly when asked

Which aisle is the shampoo?
they reply without confidence,

usually incorrectly—it’s better
to search by yourself.

Carli (Carla?) wanders to 
the counter, nose ring hooking

my eyes as I tap my foot—
it’s taken her long enough that

I’ve examined each flickering,
fluorescent red letter, read every

flashy ad for cigarettes.
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Starting the register, she sighs,
rests a hand on her swollen belly, 
scans the shampoo as my hands 
fly to my flat stomach 
and I wince, try to hide it 
with a smile that she returns.

Maybe she’ll have warm diapers,
hazardous, toy-strewn floors,
sleepless nights from noisy
crying while I stare at the ceiling,
silence suffocating in the sickly
sweetness of my just-washed hair.

The silence expands and
I realize she’s staring, 
eyebrows raised—cash 
or credit?—her eyes land
on my cloth bags, smirking
with judgement. 
I blush.
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Hearty Winter Menu*
CHRISTINE CHEN ’21

Check out our brand-new winter menu:
Depression is the seasonal special,
served with a side of binge eating,

marinated with our homemade reckless sauce
—made from handpicked bad decisions, 

including yelling fits and chewing
headphone wires until the copper shows.

Or try the party favorite, social anxiety,
a must-have for this holiday season,

dipped in what’s their name again
paired with why do I have to talk to them

on a bed of public humiliation.

The kid’s menu is now open for all!
Parental disappointment is no longer

limited to children under twelve.
The side is ivy-flavored, unrealistic expectations

soaked in GPA-comparing gravy.

And for our roast lovers, there’s always 
traditional stress-stuffed peer pressure
with a sprinkle of generational conflict

over a stupid, insensitive pop culture reference
I don’t expect a boomer to understand.

Of course, leave room for dessert! 
Let insomnia sweeten your night—

you don’t want to miss the first light—
or some warm irritability with pumpkin spice,

or gingerbread coping ice cream topped with
a classic helping of I regret coming home 

or I wish I were never born.

Coming to you this winter! 
*Available for a limited time only

 (hopefully).
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To the girl who plays hide and go seek 
long after the game has ended
IZZY NIELSEN ’21

I was like you once,
smushed comfortably 
between the sofa and the wallpaper,
face pressed up against the rough fabric of the couch,
clutching a coloring book and a handful of crayons.
Obscured from view,
savoring the feeling of small, 
hoping no one will seek and
ruin your special place— 
It’s so still there,
crouched in the quiet. 
I know you think you could live there 
forever, girl,
that if you packed enough
crackers enough juice boxes 
enough crayons enough paper,
it could last a lifetime. 
That you’d have all you’d ever need and no more than that. 
That life outside that place where you hide
is not all it’s made out to be,
a life of concealed corners and soft silence would be better.
But listen, girl,
eventually your legs will cramp,
your stomach will churn,
your neck will grow stiff
and you will emerge,
a loser at your own game,
curious as to why no one looked for you.
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